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• topics that I am planning to address, broadly in the order given below:

(1) THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF PREDICATION

a. copular sentences
b. asymmetry and RELATORs
c. canonical predication and predicate inversion
d. reverse predication

(2) TYPES OF SECONDARY PREDICATION AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL CLAUSES

a. under epistemic verbs (consider etc.)
b. depictives (internal syntax)
c. resultatives (incl. the question of whether all resultatives have the same syntax)
d. the ‘Theme-of’ relation and its structural signature

(3) THE ROLE OF ADJUNCTION IN SYNTAX

a. ‘modifiers’: -ly adverbials, attributive modifiers of nominals and relative clauses
b. locative, temporal and conditional adverbial clauses; depictives (external syntax)

6 I anticipate being able to address (1) and (2a) in the first lecture, and (2b–d) and (3) in the
second — so my discussion of adjuncts and adjunction will start only on the second day

1 The syntax and semantics of predication

• the SYNTAX of predication (Den Dikken 2006)
– an asymmetrical X-bar structure projected by a RELATOR

– the predicate and the subject of predication are the terms related by the RELATOR

(i) CANONICAL predication (the subject is the specifier of the RELATOR): (4a)
(ii) REVERSE predication (the subject is the complement of the RELATOR): (4b)

(4) a. Norway is beautiful [RP [Subject Norway] [RN RELATOR [Predicate beautiful]]]
b. beautiful Norway [RP [Predicate beautiful] [RN RELATOR [Subject Norway]]]

• the SEMANTICS of predication
– property ascription — in (4), the ascription of the property �beautiful� to Norway
– set intersection — in (4), intersection of the sets denoted by beautiful and Norway

6 I treat both (4a) and (4b) as cases of predication

NB the literature on modification is replete with cases of non-intersective modification, as
in (5.ii) (often called a case of subsective modification: intuitively, beautiful modifies not
the whole of dancer but only the event denoted by the verb from which dancer is derived)
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(5) she is a beautiful dancer
 i she is a beautiful person who dances (but might not dance particularly beautifully)
ii she dances beautifully (but might not be a particularly beautiful person)

6 there are various approaches to (5.ii) and other cases of non-intersective modification 
that represent them as intersective at heart (incl. a well-known proposal due to Larson)

6 though this is not a matter that we will take up here, I will assume that non-intersective
modification, so called, can be handled by the syntactic proposal in (4)

1.1 Asymmetry

• (4a) concurs with Bowers (1993) in two fundamental respects
(a) the syntax of predication is ASYMMETRICAL: one of the terms asymmetrically c-

commands the other
(b) the subject of predication is base-generated EXTERNAL to the maximal projection

of the predicate head

re: (a) (4a) differs from Williams (1980), for whom predication required a mutual c-command
relation between the two terms, and, more recently, from Moro (2000), who treats predi-
cation structures in terms of symmetrical Merge of two phrases (‘XP–YP structures’) —
with the underlying symmetry being exploited as an incentive for movement of either of
the two terms in syntax (‘dynamic antisymmetry’)

6 it is unlikely that subject–predicate structures must always be ‘broken up’ by movement
of either term:
– (6a) appears to represent a perfectly intact subject–predicate structure embedded

under the verb consider — unlike (6b) (cf. Postal 1974, Johnson 1991), (6a) gives
us no indication that the man has undergone ‘object shift’ into the extended VP

– (7), a ‘Mad Magazine sentence’, in all likelihood involves no movement either

(6) a. I <sincerely> consider that man <*sincerely> a liar
b. I <sincerely> consider that man <sincerely> to be a liar

(7) that man a liar?! — no way!/you gotta be kidding!

• a familiar argument for structural asymmetry is built on anaphoric dependencies (Barss
& Lasnik 1986, Larson 1988)
– in P-dative constructions, the Theme asymmetrically c-commands the Goal (they

gave every paycheck to its rightful owner ~ *they gave his paycheck to every
worker)

– in double-object constructions, the Goal asymmetrically c-commands the Theme
(they gave every worker his paycheck ~ *they gave its rightful owner every
paycheck)

6 unfortunately, this argument is not easily reproducible in the realm of predication
– he is his cook is ungrammatical with coreference (contrast he likes his cook and

he is his own cook)
– his car is every man’s pride and joy and a man’s pockets are his own private

kingdom both support a bound-variable reading for his
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1.2 Internal or external subjects?

re: (b) (4a) differs from Stowell’s (1983) ‘subjects across categories’ programme

(8) a. they consider John foolish
b. they consider John a fool
c. they consider John out of his mind

6 the Stowellian programme was embraced by Chomsky (1986) for subjects of secondary
predication (as in (8)), base-generated inside the maximal projection of the predicate head

6 Chomsky (1986) did NOT take the subject of the primary verbal predication to originate
within VP (doing so would have landed the theory in serious trouble with long Â-
extraction of non-arguments)

6 the ‘subjects across categories’ programme was later translated (in work by Fukui &
Speas 1986, Kuroda 1988, Koopman & Sportiche 1990) into what has come to be known
as the ‘VP-internal subject hypothesis’ or the ‘predicate-internal subject hypothesis’
[NB: the term ‘predicate-internal subject’ is a misnomer; but we can understand what is
meant by the term]

6 two arguments given for the ‘predicate-internal subject hypothesis’ are often cited but,
upon closer inspection, invalid
– Sportiche’s (1988) argument based on floating quantifiers (see (9)) is too in-

timately dependent on a ‘stranding’ approach to FQs, now thoroughly discredited

(9) <all> the students should [<all> t read the assigned literature]

– Huang’s (1993) argument based on the contrast between (10a) and (10b) was
undermined by Heycock (1995), and does not apply under Reinhart & Reuland’s
(1993) binding theory

(10) a. how many pictures of himself does John think Bill bought? [ambiguous]
b. [t how angry with himself] does John think Bill was/became? [unambiguous]

[t praise himself] John thinks Bill never will

6 postulating a ‘predicate-internal subject’ is problematic for nominal predications (I con-
sider him my/everyone’s best friend; Bowers 1993:593, Moro 1997)

6 in the wake of Chomsky (1995:ch. 4) and Kratzer (1996), the idea that the VP predicate
is associated to its external argument with the help of a VP-external ‘light verb’ v or
Voice head has established itself

1.3 RELATORs

• v/Voice is one particular instantiation of the RELATOR of Den Dikken (2006), for whom
‘RELATOR’ is not a new lexical or functional head (unlike Bowers’ ‘Pr’) but a cover for
any head, of any category, that mediates a relationship of predication between two terms

6 any head that does not by itself ascribe a property/assign a è-role to a subject should be
eligible to serve as a RELATOR of a predication relation between XP and YP
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– RELATOR=V: copulas and semi-copulas (on the base position of the copula, see
Lohndal, Nygård & Åfarli 2008), positional and motion verbs (Hoekstra & Mul-
der 1990), ditransitives (Larson 1988, Hale & Keyser 1993)

– RELATOR=P: as, for (he took me for a fool), of (an idiot of a doctor), by, MSc som
– RELATOR=D: genitival ’s, (in)definite articles (Dutch, Italian; Den Dikken 2006)
– RELATOR=T: John is smart/a smart guy; Dutch dat zijn ratten ‘(lit.) that are rats’
– RELATOR=Top: base-generated ‘topic–comment’ structures
– RELATOR=-ly : adverbial modification (John wrote it carefully/hastily; see §3.2)
– RELATOR=Asp: depictives (see further below)

1.4 Canonical vs reverse predication, and predicate inversion

• in the predicational schema in (11), ‘XP’ and ‘YP’ are abstractions
(a) they abstract away from the category of the two terms of a predication structure
(b) they are indeterminate regarding predicatehood/subjecthood

(11) [RP XP [RN RELATOR YP]]

re: (a) observationally, subject–predicate relations can involve a wide variety of categories, for
both the subject and the predicate

(12) a. he is chair PREDICATE  = NP
b. he is the chair DP
c. he is smart AP
d. he is in charge PP
e. he is chairing VP
f. he is to resign today CP (also rel clause)

(13) a. water is dripping from the ceiling SUBJECT     = NP
b. this boy is smart DP
c. smart is something he’ll never be AP
d. under the bed is good place to hide PP
e. read books is what he never does VP
f. that he said this is unfortunate CP

re: (b) observationally, subject–predicate relations do not always feature the subject in a position
preceding the predicate: even outside Â-movement contexts, we find word order variation

(14) a. John is my best friend
b. my best friend is John

(15) a. smart is something he’ll never be
b. something he’ll never be is smart

(16) a. read books is what he never does
b. what he never does is read books

(17) a. that doctor is an idiot handen als kolenschoppen ‘hands like coal shovels’
b. that idiot of a doctor kolenschoppen van handen ‘coal shovels of hands’
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6 in several of these cases, word-order variation is a result of syntactic movement — more
particularly, movement of the predicate around its subject, an operation called Predicate
Inversion (which lends further support to (11) as the underlier for predication in syntax)

6 but some cases of ‘predicate before subject’ order are arguably base-generated in this way
— as cases of REVERSE PREDICATION

• ‘XP’ and ‘YP’ in (11) are not pre-set, either categorially or functionally: they can belong
to a variety of categories, and regardless of categorial specifications in principle either
XP or YP can be the predicate (with the other term serving as the subject of predication)

(18) a. [RP [Subject XP] [RELATOR [Predicate YP]]] CANONICAL PREDICATION

aN. [FP [Predicate YP]i [F+RELATOR [RP [Subject XP] [tR ti]]]] PREDICATE INVERSION

b. [RP [Predicate XP] [RELATOR [Subject YP]]] REVERSE PREDICATION

(19) a. John was reading the book
[RP [Subject=DP John] [RN RELATOR=was [Predicate=VP reading the book]]]

aN. reading the book was John (cf. also VOS/VSO order in Niuean: Massam)

[FP [Predicate=VP reading the book]i [F+RELATOR=was [RP [Subject=DP John] [tR ti]]]]
b. the book was read by John

[RP [Predicate=VP read the book] [RELATOR=by [Subject=DP John]]]

(20) a. quello dottore è un ignorante ‘that doctor is an ignoramus’ (Italian)

[RP [Subject=DP quello dottore] [RN RELATOR=è [Predicate=xNP un ignorante]]]
aN. quell’ignorante del dottore ‘that idiot of a doctor’

[FP [Predicate=NP ignorante]i [F=de+RELATOR=il [RP [Subject=xNP dottore] [tR ti]]]]
b. quell’ignorante di dottore ‘that idiot of a doctor’ (attributive)

[RP [Predicate=NP ignorante] [RELATOR=di [Subject=xNP dottore]]]

• the best-known cases of alternation between CANONICAL PREDICATION and PREDICATE

INVERSION at sentence level involve specificational copular sentences

(21) a. Tom, Dick and Harry are my closest friends
b. my closest friends are Tom, Dick and Harry
bN. [PREDICATE my closest friends]: [SUBJECT Tom, Dick, Harry]
bNN. [PREDICATE my closest friends] are [SUBJECT the following: Tom, Dick, Harry]

6 in specificational copular sentences, one of the two noun phrases is what Higgins (1979)
has called a ‘superscriptional’ noun phrase: a description serving as the header of a list
of which one or more particular instantiations (‘specifications’) are given on the other
side of the copula

• in both (21a) and (21b), my closest friends is the notional predicate of the sentence (the
‘superscriptional’ noun phrase), and the list of proper names (Tom, Dick and Harry)
serves as the notional subject (to which the property denoted by the predicate is ascribed)

• specificational copular sentences often (though by no means exclusively) occur with a
word order in which the notional predicate (the ‘superscriptional’ noun phrase) is in
precopular position and the notional subject follows the copula — (21b)
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Q why do we assume that the notional predicate in (21b) is moved into the structural subject
position? — why not assume that in (21b) the notional predicate is base-generated to the
left of the copula?

6 distribution of be and as

(22) a. I consider these facts (to be) the biggest problem
b. I consider the biggest problem *(to be) these facts

(23) a. I regard these facts as the biggest problem
b. *I regard the biggest problem as these facts

6 there is a syntactic explanation available for the distribution of the copula and as in (22)–
(23), on a PREDICATE INVERSION approach to the b–sentences
– predicate inversion requires the availability of an A-position outside the small

clause (i.e., RELATOR phrase) as a landing-site for the raised predicate
– this A-position must be reachable for the predicate: that is, the landing-site of

predicate inversion and the base position of the subject of the small clause have
to be rendered equidistant (‘phase-mates’) in order for inversion to be local

(24) a. [FP ___ [F [RP Subject [RELATOR [Predicate]]]]]
b. [FP [Predicate]i [F+RELATORk [RP Subject [tk ti]]]]

6 predicate inversion requires phase-extending head-movement of the RELATOR up to F:
(24b) (Den Dikken 2006, 2007)

6 movement of a RELATOR to F must be signalled in the PF output — in the form of an
overt copula: (22b)

6 the obligatoriness of be in (22b) signals the application of predicate inversion in the deri-
vation of this sentence

6 the RELATOR as is incapable of undergoing movement (as is not a verbal element; head
movement in English clauses is the privilege of verbal material), which explains *(23b)

2 Small clauses

2.1 Epistemic verbs

• from cases such as (22a) (without to be) and (23a), we learn that secondary predications
can be embedded under epistemic verbs in the form of a SMALL CLAUSE (Williams 1980,
Stowell 1983) — a by now entirely uncontroversial point

6 since in sentences such as (22a) and (23a) the noun phrase to the right of the verb is not
an argument of the verb alone, there is no analysis for such sentences in which this noun
phrase is treated as the verb’s object/internal argument

6 the only logical alternative to a small-clause analysis for (22a) (without to be) and (23a)
is to postulate a complex verbal predicate [consider the biggest problem], [regard as the
biggest problem], as in Chomsky (1957), Johnson (1991), Neeleman (1994), i.a. — in
light of the internal complexity of the non-verbal portion in (22a), (23a), the complex
predicate cannot plausibly be represented as a ‘complex verb’; particle constructions such
as they made John out a liar will, on a non-SC approach, call for a combination of a
complex verb (make out) and a complex predicate ([make out] a liar) (cf. also (34)–(36))
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NB the strenuous objections to small clauses based on the apparent absence of positive evi-
dence for their constituency have always been disingenuous
(i) with(out)-absolutes (with(out) him present), ‘Mad Magazine sentences’ (see (7)),

Safir’s (1983) ‘Honorary NPs’ (as in [workers angry about the pay] was just the
sort of situation that the ad campaign was designed to avoid), and depictives (see
immediately below) provide solid support for the constituency of small clauses
[NB: contrary to what is sometimes suggested or explicitly stated, ‘Honorary NPs’
do not provide evidence that small clauses can move as units: the small clause is
not moving by itself; it is arguably contained in a (null-headed) nominal structure]

(ii) not all things that are constituents allow displacement as units (TPs are a salient
case in point, highly relevant to the case at hand; see already Den Dikken 1987)

2.2 Depictives and their internal syntax

• for depictive secondary predication constructions (25), there is no alternative to the small-
clause analysis

(25) a. Johni ate the meatj nude [RP [Subject PROi] [RN RELATOR [Predicate nude]]]
b. Johni ate the meatj raw [RP [Subject PROj] [RN RELATOR [Predicate raw]]]

6 a ‘complex predicate’ analysis of depictives fails for at least the following cogent reasons
– depictives are possible alongside other instances of secondary predication, incl.

epistemic and resultative ones as well as other depictives — and the placement
of the depictive relative to other secondary predicates is cross-linguistically vari-
able but language-internally rigid in ways that only a syntactic analysis can make
sense of (see English vs Dutch in (26)–(27); Den Dikken 1987)

(26) a. John ate the meat raw nude
b. you can iron these trousers flat wet
c. she considers John attractive nude

(27) a. dat Jan het vlees naakt rauw at
that Jan the meat nude raw ate

b. dat je die broek nat glad kunt strijken
that you those trousers wet flat can iron

c. dat ze Jan naakt aantrekkelijk vindt
that she Jan nude attractive finds

– the depictive does not form a constituent with the other secondary predicate in
constructions of the type in (26)–(27), nor does the depictive form a constituent
with the verb to the exclusion of the other secondary predicate — see Dutch
(28)–(29)

(28) a. nat kun je die broek het beste glad strijken
wet can you those trousers the best flat iron

b. glad kun je die broek het beste nat strijken
flat can you those trousers the best wet iron

c. *nat glad kun je die broek het beste strijken
wet flat can you those trousers the best iron
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d. (?)?glad strijken kun je die broek nat niet
flat iron can you those trousers wet not

e. nat glad strijken kun je die broek niet
wet flat iron can you those trousers not

f. *nat strijken kun je die broek niet glad
wet iron can you those trousers not flat

(29) a. naakt vindt ze Jan aantrekkelijk
nude finds she Jan attractive

b. aantrekkelijk vindt ze Jan alleen naakt
attractive finds she Jan only nude

c. *naakt aantrekkelijk vindt ze Jan
nude attractive finds she Jan

d. (?)?aantrekkelijk gevonden heeft ze hem naakt nooit
attractive found has she him nude never

e. naakt aantrekkelijk gevonden heeft ze hem nooit
nude attractive found has she him never

f. *naakt gevonden heeft ze hem nooit aantrekkelijk
nude found has she him never attractive

• it is impossible to have the depictive predicated directly of the argument with which it
is construed: this argument would be getting two potentially conflicting è-roles, in
violation of even the most liberal construals of the è-Criterion
– in the subject depictive case in (25a), John would be getting the Agent è-role

from ate and the Theme è-role from nude
– if assignment of the Agent and Theme è-roles to the same DP were legitimate,

there would be no obvious way to block resultatives of the type *John ran tired
(i.e., ‘John ran to such an extent that he got tired as a result’), which systematic-
ally do not exist (Simpson 1983)

• the small clause embedded under epistemic verbs has a limited amount of internal
structure: it has a functional head (a RELATOR) that can be realised overtly (see as in
(23a); pace Matushansky’s 2019 objections); the label of this functional head is difficult
to pinpoint

• for the small clause found in depictive secondary predication constructions, the label of
the RELATOR is a little easier to determine

6 the state of affairs expressed by the depictive small clause temporally overlaps with the
eventuality expressed by the primary predication; this state of affairs cannot hold perma-
nently of the argument controlling PRO (individual-level predicates cannot be depictives)

6 in light of this, it is plausible to think that in depictive secondary predication construc-
tions the RELATOR of the predication relationship established in the depictive small clause
is a temporal/aspectual head, call it ‘Asp’

(30) [RP [Subject PRO] [RN RELATOR=Asp [Predicate YP]]]

[we will turn in section 3.4 to the question of how the depictive small clause is integrated
into the structure of its container]
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2.3 Resultatives and the structural signature of the ‘Theme-of’ relation

(31) a. John ate the meat up
b. John painted the floor white
c. John watered the tulips flat
d. John hit Bill into the hospital

(32) a. John ran his shoes threadbare
b. John jogged the pavement thin
c. John drank the teapot/pub dry
d. John worked himself to death

6 just as in the case of depictives, it is impossible to have the resultative predicated directly
of the argument with which it is construed — on a direct predication approach to (31d),
Bill would be getting the Patient è-role from hit and the Theme è-role from into the
hospital

6 this leaves us with two possible approaches to resultative secondary predication
(a) the small clause approach: the resultative secondary predicate has its own subject,

which is not è-marked by the verb
(b) the complex predicate approach: the verb and the resultative ‘team up’ to form

a complex predicate for the Theme

re: (a) Hoekstra (1988) is the most prominent advocate for the small clause approach (see also
Weir 2020 for a recent defence, based on Belfast and Scottish English word order facts)

6 the small clause of resultative constructions occupies the complement position of the verb
— in contrast to what we see in depictives

6 this immediately explains the fact that while depictive secondary predication is com-
patible with other instances of secondary predication in a single clause (recall (26),
repeated below), resultative secondary predication is not itself recursive (33a,b) nor can
resultative and epistemic secondary predication combine (33c): given binary branching,
no verb can support more than a single complement

(26) a. John ate the meat raw nude
b. you can iron these trousers flat wet
c. she considers John attractive nude

(33) a. *John hit Bill unconscious into the hospital
b. *you shouldn’t water the tulips flat to pieces
c. *she considers John attractive into a stupor

• Williams (1980) famously objected that one does not eat propositions
6 indeed, it is unthinkable that (31a) would involve a small clause [the meat up] receiving

the verb’s Theme è-role
6 but the small clause can get the è-role ‘Result’ from the verb, or it can serve as the non-

thematic complement of the verb (see Larson 1988 for a prominent expression of the idea
that the complement-of-V position can be occupied by non-arguments)

re: (b) Johnson (1991) and Neeleman (1994) are advocates for the complex predicate approach
6 the complex predicate approach needs a way to explain the facts in (26)~(33), in conjunc-

tion with the fact that resultative secondary predicates do combine with particles: (34)–(36)
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(34) a. John painted the barn up
b. John painted the barn red
c. John painted the barn up red *John painted up the barn red

(35) a. they brought John up
b. they raised John a Catholic
c. they brought John up a Catholic *they brought up John a Catholic

(36) a. she put the book down
b. she put the book on the table
c. she put the book down on the table she put down the book on the table

6 Den Dikken (1995) presents a detailed analysis of (34)–(36) based on the small clause
approach; to my knowledge, this analysis has never been matched, to the same degree of
precision, by a complex predicate approach to resultative secondary predication

Q is the Theme-DP sandwiched between V and the resultative secondary predicate an argu-
ment of the verb?

6 for (32), the answer is evidently ‘no’
6 for (31), the answer usually given (or tacitly assumed) in the literature is ‘yes’
6 Carrier & Randall (1992) are perhaps the most explicit in making a thematic and,

concomitantly, syntactic distinction between the resultative constructions in (31) and (32)
6 but their empirical arguments (based on alleged contrasts such as (33)–(34)) are wafer-

thin, and the ternary-branching structures that they advocate are conceptually unappealing

(37) a. the watering of tulips flat (is a criminal offence in the Netherlands)
b. *the jogging of the pavement thin (is a criminal offence in Norway)

(38) a. tulips water flat easily
b. *pavements jog thin easily

• Hoekstra (1988) argues that the Theme-DP is exclusively an argument of the resultative
secondary predicate, in all resultative constructions

6 for resultatives such as John painted the floor white, it is world knowledge that leads to
the implicature that if there was a painting event that resulted in the floor being white,
this event most likely involved contact between the paint brush and the floor

6 in Dutch (though not as easily in English), this implicature is defeasible: the Dutch
equivalent of (31b) (see (39)) can be used to describe a scenario in which Jan clumsily
applied white paint to the ceiling, and ended up dripping white paint all over the floor

(39) Jan heeft de vloer helemaal wit geverfd
Jan has the floor all white painted
‘Jan painted the floor all white’

• an influential hypothesis that bears on the syntax of resultatives: UTAH

(40) Uniformity of Theta-Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) (Baker 1988:46)

identical thematic relations between items are represented by identical structural
relations between these items at the level of D-structure
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6 configurational mapping of thematic relations in syntax: the Hale & Keyser programme
(starting with Hale & Keyser 1993), expanding on Larson (1988)

(41) a. [vP DPAgent [vN v [VP DPTheme [VN V [PP P DPLocation/Goal/Beneficiary]]]]] x put y on z
b. [vP DPAgent [vN v [VP DPTheme [VN V [AP A]]]]] x paint y green

(42) a. Agent : SpecvP
b. Theme : SpecVP

BUT the Hale & Keyser programme has largely overlooked the fact that Themes are not
confined to verbal predication structures

(43) a. the New York Times put [John’s book]Theme on the best-seller list
b. [John’s book]Theme is on the New York Times best-seller list
c. with [John’s book]Theme on the New York Times best-seller list, he’s got it made
d. [John’s book]Theme on the New York Times best-seller list?! — no way!

(44) a. they grilled [the meat]Theme black
b. [the meat]Theme is black
c. with [the meat]Theme black, we won’t be able to enjoy it
d. [the meat]Theme black?! — what a shame!

6 postulating a VP in the structures of (44c,d) and (45c,d) is unsupported
6 even for the b–sentences it would be a stretch to postulate a VP (Lohndal, Nygård &

Åfarli 2008: for full coverage, an analysis in which the copula is the head of VP is needed
alongside one inserting the copula under the RELATOR; but for (44/5b), the latter suffices)

• stative and locative predications (i.e., the kinds of predication relations whose subject is
a Theme) often involve no verbal predicate at all

6 for constructions in which the Theme does appear to be a direct argument of a verbal
predicate, it can plausibly be argued that their syntax features a silent non-verbal secon-
dary predicate (see Hoekstra 1988 on hit the ball, Moro 1997 on arrive)

(46) a. she killed [him]Theme i she hit [the ball]Theme i cf. she hit [him]Patient

b. she killed [him]Theme dead she hit [the ball]Theme away/out of the ballpark

6 Hoekstra (1988 et passim) has taken this to the general hypothesis that the ‘Theme-of’
relation always involves a non-verbal (primary or secondary) predicate expressing a state,
location or path (usually realised as an AP or PP in languages such as English)

(47) Theme : subject of a small clause with a stative/locative predicate
[RP [Subject DPTheme] [RN RELATOR [Predicate YPState/Location]]]

• if (42b) and (47) both exist, it should be logically possible (since small clauses are legit-
imate complements to V) to combine the two to form a verbal construct with two
Themes, as in (48)

(48) [VP DPTheme [VN V [RP [Subject DPTheme] [RN RELATOR [Predicate YPState/Location]]]]]
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6 monoclausal (i.e., single-tense) sentences with two Themes do indeed exist — see (49a),
where the patient and his back both have the Theme è-role;1 (49b) and (49c) reproduce
the English example in Dutch and German, resp., where these kinds of sentences are
more natural
[why resultatives in general are so much less versatile in English than in other Germanic
languages is something that, as far as I am aware, has never been satisfactorily explained]

(49) a. the patient is lying his back sore
[VP the patient [VN lie [RP [Subject his back] [RN RELATOR [Predicate sore]]]]]

b. de patiënt ligt (zijn rug) door
the patient lies his back through

c. der Kranke liegt sich wund
the patient lies SE sore
‘the patient is developing decubitus ulcers as a result of lying on his back too long’

• the existence of sentences of the type in (49) provides a strong argument for the view that
the ‘Theme-of’ relation can be mediated by both verbs (lie) and non-verbal RELATORs
(heads of small clauses)

• (48) opens up the possibility of making a structural distinction between ‘plain’ Themes
(i.e., all subjects of locative or stative predications) and so-called affected or incremental
Themes (i.e., Themes that ‘measure out’ the event; Tenny 1994)

6 I will not develop this further here, but would encourage the pursuit of this opportunity

1 The English example is modelled on the attested case in (i) (https://archiveofourown.com/works/14366289).

(i) I wonder if you’ll still think it was worth it when you’re lying your back sore at home tomorrow

Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2000:277) report that English positional verbs do not appear in resultative constructions
of this type. This overstates the case; but it is true that Dutch has an easier time constructing sentences of this type:

(ii) a. ik lig mijn rug door
I lie my back through
‘I am lying on my back so much that I am developing bedsores (decubitus ulcers) as a result’

b. ik sta mijn rug krom
I stand my back bent
‘I am getting a bent back as a result of standing up too much’

c. ik zit mijn kont plat
I sit my butt flat
‘I am sitting so much that my butt is getting flat(tened)’

Note also (iiia), adapted from Hoekstra & Mulder’s (1990) (20b), and (iiib). In these sentences, the resultative
secondary predicate is not predicated of a body-part noun phrase. As Rappaport Hovav & Levin (2000) note, English
can occasionally mimic this: Dutch (iiib) can be transposed directly to English, as in (iiic).

(iii) a. hij zit een gat in de stoel
he sits a hole in the chair
‘he is sitting on the chair so much that a hole is developing in the seat cushion’

b. hij heeft de vergadering uit gezeten
he has the meeting out sat
‘he sat the meeting out, he remained seated until the meeting was over’

c. he sat the meeting out
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• though neither (42b) nor (47) is correct as stated, what IS true is that Themes are always
subjects of stative/locative predications (50), projected either in SpecVP or in the subject
position of a non-verbal small clause with a stative/locative predicate

(50) Theme : subject of a stative/locative predication

3 The role of adjunction in syntax

• while resultative and epistemic secondary predication constructions feature the secondary
predicate in the complement position of the verb, depictive secondary predication con-
structions do not

6 traditionally, depictive secondary predication structures are structurally represented as
ADJUNCTS

6 representing depictives as adjuncts makes immediate sense of the fact that depictives are
peripheral to resultative and epistemic secondary predicates, and that subject depictives
are peripheral to object depictives

6 recall (26) and (27), repeated in (51) and (52), along with structures employing adjunction

(51) a. John ate the meat raw nude
[VP [VP [VP ate the meat] [RP1 PRO [RN REL [AP raw]]]] [RP2 PRO [RN REL [AP nude]]]]

b. you can iron these trousers flat wet
[VP [VP iron [RP1 these trousers [RN REL [AP flat]]]] [RP2 PRO [RN REL [AP wet]]]]

c. she considers John attractive nude
[VP [VP considers [RP1 John [RN REL [AP attractive]]]] [RP2 PRO [RN REL [AP nude]]]]

(52) a. dat Jan het vlees naakt rauw at
that Jan the meat nude raw ate
[VP [RP2 PRO [RN REL [AP naakt]]] [VP [RP1 PRO [RN REL [AP rauw]]] [VP het vlees at]]]

b. dat je die broek nat glad kunt strijken
that you those trousers wet flat can iron
[VP [RP2 PRO [RN REL [AP nat]]] [VP [RP1 die broek [RN REL [AP glad]]] strijken]]

c. dat ze Jan naakt aantrekkelijk vindt
that she Jan nude attractive finds
[VP [RP2 PRO [RN REL [AP naakt]]] [VP [RP1 Jan [RN REL [AP aantrekkelijk]]] vindt]]

6 with Dutch underlyingly represented as the ‘mirror image’ of English (OV~VO), the rela-
tive order of depictive and epistemic/resultative secondary predicates falls out
[the fact that the object precedes both secondary predicates is the result of ‘scrambling’]

• the traditional adjunction approach to depictive secondary predication structures struc-
turally assimilates depictives to other modifiers of the VP, including manner adverbials

(53) a. John beat his donkey aggressively
b. John beat his donkey with a stick

(54) a. dat Jan zijn ezel agressief sloeg
that Jan his donkey aggressive beat

b. dat Jan zijn ezel met een stok sloeg
that Jan his donkey with a stick beat
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6 again Dutch differs from English in the placement of the modifiers relative to the verb
6 this appears to lend support to a parallel approach to depictives and adverbial modifiers

• in the following subsections, we will look at the role of adjunction in the syntax of
adverbial modification and depictive secondary predication in greater detail

3.1 On the feasibility of merging adverbial modifiers as complements

• we begin by examining Larson’s (1988, 1989) hypothesis that post-verbal modifiers can
be syntactically represented as complements of V

6 this approach to post-verbal modifiers is beneficial in the context of Larson’s outlook on
‘extraposition’, in terms of ‘light predicate raising’ (reanalysis of VN as V cum V-raising)

(55) a. John beats the donkey he owns aggressively
b. John beats aggressively the donkey he owns

(56) a. John always eats meat served on the bone carefully
b. John always eats carefully meat served on the bone

(57) [VP-shell V [VP DP [VN V [AP]]]]
9
V

6 for cases such as (56), in which the direct object is a Theme, projection of the post-verbal
modifier in the complement-of-V position is technically unproblematic

6 but for cases such as (55), in which the direct object is not a Theme hence is not normally
projected in SpecVP, the idea that the modifier aggressively occupies the complement-of-
V position has the unwanted consequence that the thematic status of the object changes
as a result of the presence of the modifier

6 there ARE cases in which the insertion of a phrase in post-verbal position causes a change
in the thematic status of the object, resulting in Themehood: resultative secondary predi-
cates can bring about such a change (see, e.g., Hoekstra 1988)

(58) a. John beat Bill
b. John beat Bill up/into the hospital

(59) a. John kicked the dog
b. John kicked the dog out of the room

6 but in (55) the presence of aggressively does NOT bring about a thematic change
6 this, in conjunction with UTAH, pleads against an analysis of post-verbal modifiers as

complements of V

• the ‘light predicate raising’ approach to ‘extraposition’ introduces further complications
in connection with Larson’s own syntax of ditransitive constructions, fundamentally
altering the configurational relationship between the dative PP and the Theme-DP as a
result of insertion of an adverbial modifier in the complement-of-V position

(60) a. John gave a book about the history of linguistics to Mary on her birthday
b. John gave to Mary on her birthday a book about the history of linguistics
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• I do not have an original proposal to make here concerning the syntax of ‘extraposition’
6 my point here is merely to show that a ‘light predicate raising’ approach to it, à la Larson

(1988, 1989), is not feasible as a general account of ‘extraposition’

3.2 Adverbial modification as predication

• the Romance semi-cleft construction (found in both European and Brazilian Portuguese,
and in many varieties of Latin-American Spanish, incl. Colombian, Dominican, Ecua-
dorian, Panamanian, and Venezuelan Spanish, but not in Iberian Spanish) opens up a
fresh perspective on the syntax of adverbial modification

(61) a. telefonou foi o João (Portuguese)

phoned was the João
b. o João comprou foi um livro

the João bought was a book
c. o João dançou foi na Portela

the João danced was in.the Portela

6 semi-clefts look like QAP-style pseudo-clefts with a ‘dropped’ wh-element; some semi-
clefts do work like this [on QAP-style pseudo-clefts, see Den Dikken et al. (2000)]

6 information-structurally, they pattern like specificational pseudo-clefts as well: the post-
copular constituent is an identificational focus

6 but there is a syntax for a subset of semi-cleft constructions which is monoclausal, and
in which the copula spells out a RELATOR head in the predication structure of the clause
(for details, see Resenes & Den Dikken 2012, on which the ensuing discussion will draw)

(62) a. [IP [VP telefonou] [I+RELATOR=foi [RP o João [tR tVP]]]]
b. [RP1 o João [R! RELATOR [FP [VP comprou]i [F+RELATOR=foi [RP2 um livro [R! tR ti]]]]]]
c. [RP1 o João [RN RELATOR [RP2 [VP dançou [RN RELATOR=foi [PP na Portela]]]]]

• when there is no need for the predicate to invert around its subject (i.e., when spelling out
the RELATOR of the predication relation as a copula does not stand in the way of linking
the finite lexical verb to T), the base-generated order stays intact, as in (61/2c); otherwise
Predicate Inversion takes place, as in (61/2a,b)

• in (62c), the PP na Portela is directly predicated (as a locative modifier) of the VP of
dançou ‘danced’ — not an adjunction structure but the same RP-configuration used for
familiar cases of predication of a noun phrase

• the direct predication approach is beneficial in explaining the fact that not all adverbial
modifiers are allowed in the semi-cleft construction
(i) VP-adverbials in -mente ‘-ly’ give rise to speaker variation: for a subset of

speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, sentences like (63) are impossible with foi,
though for others foi is fine here

(63) o João discursou (%foi) calmamente
the João spoke was calmly
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6 the variation seen here is a reflex of the way speakers represent -mente
(a) as a realisation of the RELATOR of the AP-modifier to the VP (in which

case foi cannot also spell out the RELATOR: -mente ‘blocks’ foi), or
(b) as a suffix directly on A (allowing the RELATOR to be spelled out as foi)

(64) a. [RP1 o João [RN RELATOR [RP2 [VP discursou] [RN RELATOR=-mente/*foi [AP calma]]]]]
b. [RP1 o João [RN RELATOR [RP2 [VP discursou] [RN RELATOR=i/foi [AP calmamente]]]]]

(ii) even speakers for whom (63) is fine with foi reject semi-clefts with a speaker-
oriented -mente adverbial as the focus — (65a) is uniformly impossible with foi

(65) a. o João saiu (*foi) infelizmente
the João left was unfortunately

b. [RP [IP o João saiu] [RN RELATOR=i/*foi [AP infelizmente]]]

6 speaker-oriented -mente ‘-ly’ adverbials are modifiers of a large portion of the
structure of the clause: they are merged with something minimally as large as IP
(and possibly even larger), in order to be local to the place where the speaker is
represented in the left periphery

6 as a consequence, they are merged outside the c-command domain of I
6 the copula of semi-cleft constructions is a FINITE form, hence needs to be in the

c-command domain of finite I, in order to get its finiteness features checked
6 there is a direct conflict between the need for the RELATOR to merge with a node

that is minimally as large as IP and the need for the finite copula spelling out the
RELATOR to be in the c-command domain of I

6 this conflict makes it impossible for a form of the finite copula to spell out the
RELATOR in (65b) — whence the categorical ungrammaticality of (65a) with foi,
even for speakers who do not treat -mente as a spell-out of the RELATOR

• in the syntax of adverbial modification with -mente employed in the above account of the
distribution of semi-clefts, the predication structure featuring the ‘adverbial modifier’ as
the predicate of a verbal (extended) projection is a CANONICAL predication: the predicate
is the complement of the RELATOR

• English -ly adverbials that surface to the right of the VP can be treated in the same terms,
and structurally on a par with PP adverbials: -ly, like Portuguese -mente, can be treated
as a spell-out of the RELATOR of the modification (= predication) relation

(66) -ly spells out a RELATOR with an AP complement and a(n extended) VP specifier

(67) a. I hate him passionately/visibly
b. I hate him with a passion

(68) a. [RP1 I [RN RELATOR [RP2 [VP hate him] [RN RELATOR=-ly [AP passionate/visible]]]]]
b. [RP1 I [RN RELATOR [RP2 [VP hate him] [RN RELATOR=i [PP with a passion]]]]]

6 but -ly adverbials, in contradistinction to PP adverbials, can also surface to the left of the
VP, in a REVERSE predication structure
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(69) a. I passionately/visibly hate him
b. *I with a passion hate him

(70) a. [RP1 I [RN RELATOR [RP2 [AP passionately/visibly] [RN RELATOR=i [VP hate him]]]]]
b. *[RP1 I [RN RELATOR [RP2 [PP with a passion] [RN RELATOR=i [VP hate him]]]]]

• (70a) assimilates pre-VP adverbial modifiers to prenominal attributive adjectives

(71) a. [DP D [RP [NP planets] [RN RELATOR=i [AP visible]]]]
b. [DP D [RP [NP planets] [RN RELATOR=i [CP which are visible]]]]
c. [DP D [RP [NP planets] [RN RELATOR=i [PP with a moon]]]]

(72) a. [DP D [RP [AP visible] [RN RELATOR=i [NP planets]]]]
b. *[DP D [RP [CP which are visible] [RN RELATOR=i [NP planets]]]]
c. *[DP D [RP [PP with a moon] [RN RELATOR=i [NP planets]]]]

• the fact that (69b) is ungrammatical can be linked to the fact that attributive modifiers of
NPs cannot be PPs (72c) (or CPs, for that matter: (72b)) in Germanic — the ‘Head Final
Filter’, itself poorly understood,2 but now seen to be active beyond the nominal realm,
as a general restriction on reverse predication structures in Germanic

• -ly is a non-verbal functional element
6 in (70a), spell-out of the RELATOR of the adverbial predication structure as non-verbal -ly

would break the link between the verb and the inflectional features in I
6 because in (70a) -ly cannot be merged under the RELATOR head, it must instead be

merged directly with responsible
[recall the variation with respect to the structural representation of -mente in Portuguese]

• with -ly being a non-verbal functional element, we can understand the fact that speaker-
oriented unfortunately in (73) and subject-oriented wisely in (74) are impossible in canon-
ical predication structures: in the b–examples, with IP as the subject of predication, the
top node of the clause is the RP projected by non-verbal -ly (75b); clauses must be verbal

6 ‘high’ -ly adverbials must be merged in REVERSE predication structures, as in (75a)
6 this delivers the preverbal-only placement of ‘high’ -ly adverbials

[placement of the subject to the left of the ‘high’ -ly adverbial is the result of topic-
alisation — nobody fortunately/wisely answered the question is deviant in the absence
of comma intonation; the versions of (73b) and (74b) with comma intonation have a syn-
tax that, whatever its precise nature, definitely does not involve simple direct predication]

2 And plainly not universal: with de analysed as a spell-out of the RELATOR, the Chinese examples in (ia–c)
represent all three structures in (72) grammatically.

(i) a. hao de shu
good DE book
‘good books’

b. wo mai de shu
I buy DE shu
‘the book that I bought’

c. zai Beijing de ren
in Beijing DE people
‘people in Beijing’
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(73) a. John unfortunately missed the train
b. John missed the train, unfortunately [grammatical only with comma intonation]

(74) a. John wisely answered the question [ambiguous: S-oriented or manner]
b. John answered the question wisely [unambiguous: S-oriented only w/ comma]

(75) a. [RP [AP unfortunately/wisely] [RN RELATOR=i [IP John ...]]]
b. *[RP [IP John ...] [RN RELATOR=-ly [AP unfortunate/wise]]]

• note that in the syntax of manner, subject-oriented and speaker-oriented adverbial modi-
fication discussed above, there is NO recourse to ADJUNCTION

6 these adverbial modification relations are structurally modelled as predication relations
— in canonical (subject–REL–predicate) or reverse (pred–REL–subj) predication structures

6 for locative and temporal adverbial modification involving a PP, the predicational ap-
proach is readily available as well

6 but there are modification relations involving modifiers whose argument structures are
fully saturated, and which hence are not obviously usable as predicates

3.3 Locative, temporal and conditional adverbial clauses

(76) a. where he is working, (there) I want to work, too
b. when he is working, (then) I want to work, too
c. if he is working, (then) I want to work, too

(77) a. I want to work (there) where he is working, too
b. I want to work (only then) when he is working, too
c. I want to work (only then) if he is working, too

• the relationship between the spatio-temporal argument/operator of locative, temporal and
conditional adverbial clauses and the matrix environment is established through a
CORRELATIVE dependency

• the correlative particles there and then (which I treat as phrasal spell-outs of a PP) behave
syntactically like adverbials of the types discussed in section 3.2 — they are directly
predicated of the constituent that they modify, via canonical or reverse predication
[NB: although complex PPs such as at that time cannot serve as pre-modifiers of VPs
(recall (70b) and the Head Final Filter), then qua phrasal spell-out of PP can — in this
connection, see *the [at that time] president of France ~  the then president of France]

6 in English (and many other languages), correlative particles have a zero allomorph — i

(78) a. [RP [PP there/then/i] [RN RELATOR=i [VP ...]]]
b. [RP [PP there/then/i] [RN RELATOR=i [IP ...]]]

(79) a. [RP [VP ...] [RN RELATOR=i [PP there/then/i]]]
b. [RP [IP ...] [RN RELATOR=i [PP there/then/i]]]

• the locative, temporal or conditional adverbial clause is not associated with the matrix
clause directly — it specifies the content of the correlative particle in the matrix clause

6 this specificational relation can be syntactically modelled in one of two ways:
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(a) the specificational clause is connected to the clause that contains the correlative
particle via ADJUNCTION (80) (the traditional approach)

(80) a. [RP [where/when/if ...] [RP [PP there/then/i] [RN RELATOR=i [IP ...]]]]
b. [RP [RP [VP/IP ...] [RN RELATOR=i [PP there/then/i]]] [where/when/if ...]]

(b) the specificational clause is connected to the clause that contains the correlative
particle via ASYNDETIC COORDINATION (81) (cf. Koster 2000, De Vries 2002, i.a.)

(81) a. [:P [where/when/if ...] [:N : [RP [PP there/then/i] [RN RELATOR=i [IP ...]]]]]
b. [:P [RP [VP/IP ...] [RN RELATOR=i [PP there/then/i]]] [:N : [where/when/if ...]]]

6 from the philosophical perspective of the approach to predication and modification taken
in the preceding sections, option (b) is attractive: like predication, coordination logically
involves set intersection; one overarching strategy fits all cases of predication and modi-
fication

• many non-trivial questions remain regarding the syntactic modelling of specification as
asyndetic coordination (see esp. the work of Mark de Vries and his co-workers for dis-
cussion of some of these — e.g., the question of whether asyndetic coordinations must
be ‘balanced’ or (as in Koster’s original proposal) are allowed to be ‘unbalanced’)

6 a separate PhD course on the syntax of specification and (asyndetic) coordination could
be devoted to these questions, which I will not attempt to address here

6 my point here is a very modest one: it seems worth taking option (b) seriously into
account as an analysis of the relationship between a modifying clause and the correlative
particle with which it is construed [see also section 3.4]

• if an approach along these lines (i.e., correlativisation as asyndetic specification) is sup-
ported, NO recourse to ADJUNCTION will be needed in the syntax of the relationship
between a locative, temporal or conditional adverbial clause and its matrix environment

6 for establishing the relationship between the correlative particle and the structure that it
modifies, adjunction is not needed either: this relationship involves direct predication
(either canonical or reverse); recall section 3.2

6 if adjunction can be factored out of the analysis of attributive and adverbial modification
across the board, syntax may be able to dispense altogether with adjunction as an instance
of External Merge
[whether adjunction is needed in the syntax of Internal Merge is a question I will not take
up here — much will depend here on the analysis of head movement and ‘topicalisation’]

• in the next section, we will examine the prospects of a correlativisation approach to
depictive secondary predication

3.4 Depictives and their external syntax

• (30) represents the internal syntax of depictive secondary predications arrived at in §2.2

(30) [RP [Subject PRO] [RN RELATOR=Asp [Predicate YP]]]

6 the predicate of the depictive small clause takes its own (PRO) subject
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6 the argument structure of YP is thus fully saturated within the depictive small clause,
which entails that YP cannot serve as a predicate of anything at the level of the clause
within which the depictive is embedded — the overt matrix argument to which the
depictive secondary predicate is associated gets its own è-role in the matrix environment,
and serves as the controller of the PRO-subject inside the depictive secondary predication
structure

• based on the fact that depictive secondary predicates are stage-level, never individual-
level, we had decided in section 2.2 that the RELATOR of the depictive secondary predica-
tion relation is Asp

6 the stage-level predicate is associated with an abstract spatio-temporal argument/operator
(Diesing, Kratzer), which is harboured by AspP

6 this spatio-temporal argument/operator needs to be linked to the matrix predication with
which the depictive combines

• semantically, the relationship between a depictive secondary predication structure and its
matrix is the same as that between a when/while-clause and its matrix (cf. (82) and (83))

6 syntactically, the relationship between a depictive secondary predication structure and its
matrix is that of a correlative

(82) a. she (*only then/thus) considers John attractive nude
nude, (*then/??thus) she considers John attractive

b. you can (*only then/thus) iron these trousers flat wet
wet, (*then/??thus) you can iron these trousers flat

(83) a. she (only then) considers John attractive [when he is nude]
[when he is nude], (then) she considers John attractive

b. you can (only then) iron these trousers flat [when they are wet]
[when they are wet], (then) you can iron these trousers flat

• an overt correlative dependency (featuring then or thus) is hard or impossible in (82)
BUT when depictives are wh-questioned, what we find is the wh-counterpart to the particle

thus, i.e., how

(84) a. how does she consider John attractive? — nude
nude is how she considers John attractive

b. how can you iron those trousers flat? — wet
wet is how you can iron those trousers flat

6 the distribution of overt correlative particles is a function of the size of the correlate
– a CP correlate is compatible with an overt correlative particle introduced by the

D-element th- (there, then, thus)
– a ‘bare’ small clause correlate is not compatible with a correlative D-particle

6 depictives involve a correlative syntax, but must feature a silent correlative particle

• the extraction and constituency behaviour of depictives (see esp. Andrews 1982, Roberts
1988, Larson 1989) at least in some ways lends support for an approach in terms of
covert correlativisation qua asyndetic coordination
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(i) EXTRACTION

• both object-oriented and subject-oriented depictives resist extraction from islands

(85) a. *how raw does Mary wonder whether John ate the meat?
b. *how drunk does Mary wonder whether John left the pub?

6 on the asyndetic coordination approach, no matter whether the depictive specifies the
content of a ‘high’ correlative particle or a ‘low(er)’ one, long-distance Â-extraction
always involves a violation of the Coordinate Structure Constraint

6 this predicts that even in non-island contexts, long-distance extraction of depictives
should be degraded — see (86c~cN) (Dutch; my judgements)

(86) a. hoe dronken verliet Jan de kroeg?
how drunk left Jan the pub
‘how drunk did Jan leave the pub?’

b. hoe dronken denkt Marie dat Jan was toen hij de kroeg verliet?
how drunk thinks Marie that Jan was when he the pub left
‘how drunk does Marie think that Jan was when he left the pub?’

c. ?*hoe dronken denkt Marie dat Jan de kroeg verliet?
how drunk thinks Marie that Jan the pub left
‘how drunk does Marie think that Jan left the pub?’

cN. hoe denkt Marie dat Jan de kroeg verliet? — stomdronken
how thinks Marie that Jan the pub left — dumb.drunk
‘how does Marie think that Jan left the pub? — drunk as a skunk’

6 if the judgement on (86c~cN) and their ilk holds up, it confirms the correlativisation qua
asyndetic coordination approach — how can undergo Â-movement by itself (it is directly
predicated of the constituent it modifies); how drunk is an asyndetic specifier of a silent
correlative particle and by the CSC is ineligible for movement

(ii) CONSTITUENCY

(a) subject-oriented depictives are peripheral to object-oriented depictives

(87) a. John ate the meat raw nude (= (26a))
b. *John ate the meat nude raw

(88) a. dat Jan het vlees naakt rauw at (= (27a))
that Jan the meat nude raw ate

b. *dat Jan het vlees rauw naakt at
that Jan the meat raw nude ate

(b) ‘heavy NP shift’ is possible across object-oriented depictives but not across sub-
ject-oriented depictives [judgement on (90b): Larson (1989)]

(89) a. John never eats any meat over two days old raw
b. John never eats raw any meat over two days old

(90) a. Alice never drives her red, fuel-injected ’68 Chevy drunk
b. *Alice never drives drunk her red, fuel-injected ’68 Chevy
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(c) right-peripheral depictives, whether object-oriented or subject-oriented, form a
constituent with the VP they follow, and cannot be stranded by VP-topicalisation

(91) a. John wanted to eat the meat raw, and eat the meat raw he did
b. *John wanted to eat the meat raw, and eat the meat he did raw

(92) a. John wanted to eat the meat nude, and eat the meat nude he did
b. *John wanted to eat the meat nude, and eat the meat he did nude

(93) a. John wanted to eat the meat raw nude, and eat the meat raw nude he did
b. *John wanted to eat the meat raw nude, and eat the meat raw he did nude
c. *John wanted to eat the meat raw nude, and eat the meat he did raw nude

6 Larson (1989) rhymes (a)–(c) by assuming that both subject-oriented and object-oriented
depictives are inside VP but while subject depictives are adjuncts, object depictives are
innermost complements of V

6 we know already that a treatment of depictives (of any kind) as complements of V is
unsupported (recall that depictives do not affect the è-role of the object and that depic-
tives combine, in a strict order, with secondary predicates which do find themselves in
the complement of V); so I will not pursue a Larsonian approach to (87)–(93)

• PROPOSAL: both subject-oriented depictives and object-oriented depictives serve as
asyndetic specifiers of a silent correlative particle (THUS) predicated of the VP

(94) [:P [RP [VP ...] [RN RELATOR=i [PP THUS]]] [:N : [RP PRO raw/nude]]]

re: (c) VP in (94) is contained in the first conjunct of an asyndetic coordination structure, hence
not eligible for movement (by the CSC) — this explains why the examples in (91b),
(92b) and (93b,c) are ungrammatical

6 the entire asyndetic coordination structure in (94), containing both the VP and the
depictive, IS eligible for movement — this is how the a–examples in (91)–(93) are derived

re: (b) the PRO subject of the depictive small clause needs a c-commanding antecedent
– in object-oriented depictive constructions, the object must be outside the asyn-

detic coordination structure in order to asymmetrically c-command PRO —
‘object shift’/‘scrambling’ (presumably a case of base-generation: movement out
of the VP would violate the CSC)

6 outside VP, the object can in principle be either to the left or to the right of the
VP — the latter results in ‘heavy NP shift’, as in (89b)

– in subject-oriented depictives, there is no control-based motivation for placing the
object outside the VP: the subject c-commands PRO from outside :P

6 indeed, placing the object outside VP would introduce ambiguity for control of
PRO; this, in conjunction with considerations of last resort, leads to the con-
clusion that the object occupies a VP-internal position and is unable to extrapose
(on pain of a CSC violation) — this explains the ungrammaticality of (90b)

NB in English (at least), the silent correlative particle THUS cannot be predicated of IP, as this
would lead to asyndetic coordination above the level of IP, which would prevent both the
subject and the object from c-commanding PRO
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re: (a) in sentences containing both a subject-oriented depictive and an object-oriented depictive,
there are two tokens of silent THUS, each associated with an asyndetic specifier, in a
recursive :P structure (which I will not try to depict graphically)

6 the Minimal Distance Principle will ensure that the subject-oriented depictive is merged
in an asyndetic coordination structure larger than the one in which the object-oriented
depictive is merged

• analysed in terms of asyndetic specification, the properties of depictive secondary predi-
cation constructions in the realms of extraction and constituency fall neatly into place

6 once again, no appeal is made to adjunction — which now truly becomes redundant for
cases of External Merge

4 Concluding remarks

• from the description of the Trondheim PhD course on adjuncts and secondary predication
(https://www.ntnu.edu/documents/36797874/0/Description-NTNU-Predication-
Adjunction-May2021.pdf/61298be3-1ad7-f4f5-4ddf-b3ef6f6598ef?t=1610978455343):

(95) ‘The following issues will be discussed:
a. • Defining predication and adjunction
b. • Different types of adjuncts
c. • Adverbial hierarchies and their representation in the syntax
d. • Expressions of secondary predication (Small Clauses), primarily in Germanic languages
e. • Secondary predication and adjunction at the syntax-semantics interface
f. • Small Clauses, adjuncts and functional structure
g. • The relationship between secondary predication/Small Clauses and adjunction’

re: (95a) T predication — defined both semantically and syntactically
semantics: property ascription; set intersection
syntax: an asymmetrical structure with the predicate and the subject as its two
terms, their structural relationship mediated by a RELATOR; canonical vs reverse
predication

X adjunction — undefined because no use was found for it under External Merge

re: (95b) T major structural difference made between ‘adjuncts’ that are directly predicated
of the constituents they modify and ‘adjuncts’ that serve to specify the content of
correlative particles in asyndetic coordination structures

re: (95c) T (indirectly, not in a Cinquean way)
‘adjuncts’ in the clause are (asyndetic specifiers of) predicates predicated of
(extended) projections of V of different sizes, depending on structural and seman-
tic considerations

re: (95d) T embedding of a small clause (RELATOR phrase) in the complement-of-V position
is available for secondary predication in epistemic and resultative constructions;
secondary predication in depictive constructions involves the association, via
asyndetic coordination, of a small clause (RELATOR phrase) to a pro-predicate
(correlativisation)

https://www.ntnu.edu/documents/36797874/0/Description-NTNU-Predication-Adjunction-May2021.pdf/61298be3-1ad7-f4f5-4ddf-b3ef6f6598ef?t=1610978455343
https://www.ntnu.edu/documents/36797874/0/Description-NTNU-Predication-Adjunction-May2021.pdf/61298be3-1ad7-f4f5-4ddf-b3ef6f6598ef?t=1610978455343
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re: (95e) T secondary predication involves a direct, canonical predication relationship
between a predicate and a Theme-DP; the secondary predication structure can
serve as the verb’s complement (as its internal argument or as the state resulting
from the event denoted by the VP) or as an asyndetic specifier of a modifier of VP

re: (95f) T small clauses, wherever they are found, are asymmetric syntactic structures pro-
jected by a predication-mediating head, the RELATOR, which can be spelled out
by a variety of mostly functional elements (incl. (semi)copulas, as, MSc som)

re: (95g) T so-called ‘adjunction’ is secondary predication of a(n extended) VP or NP
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